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1. Introduction.
(1.1)

Let us consider the sequence
a-

[a],

a2-

[a2],

a'-

[«»],-

••,

where a is a real number greater than one ([x] denotes the greatest integer^)
less than or equal to x). It has been shown by Koksma (cf. [l]) that the
terms of (1.1) distribute
uniformly on the interval (0, 1) for almost all a>l.
We note, however, that the elements of (1.1) need not be distinct (e.g. a
integral, or a = 21/2).
Consider all the values vi, v2, v3, ■ • ■ (vi9*Vj for i9*j) assumed at least
once by the terms of (1.1). Let us denote the set of all positive integers i
such that ai—[ai]=vi
by G, the set of all positive integers i such that
a*'— [a*]=»2 by G, etc. That is, the set S: {1, 2, • • • , ra, • • • } partitions

into sets G, G, • ■ • :

(1.2)

i = Ci+Ct + Ct+ •••

with the property that j, kEC, if and only if
aJ — [a']

= a* — [a*],

i.e. if and only if
(1.3)

a* - a' = r,

r integral. The set {G, G, G, • • • } will be denoted by d/a, and will be
called the decomposition of d induced by a.
In this paper we study the decomposition
d/a for a>l.
The elements C, ol d/a will be called exponent classes. If an exponent
class contains only one element of S, it will be called unitary; if each G is
unitary, then d/a will be referred to as a unitary decomposition.
d/a is unitary if and only if the equation (1.3) has no solutions in positive
integers j, k, r. Thus if a is not an algebraic integer, the decomposition
is
unitary (cf. [2]). Therefore we consider only integral algebraic a.
If a is a rational integer, the problem is trivial. Therefore we consider
only irrational integral algebraic a.
Yet the minimal polynomial of a be
Presented to the Society, October 26, 1957; received by the editors February 25, 1959.
(') The term "integer" not preceded by "algebraic" will mean "rational integer."
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Maix)

= x" +

Oi*n_1 +

a2Xn~2 +

• • ■+

an-ix

+
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a„,

where the a,- are integers. If an is positive, Maix) has at least one positive zero
other than a and hence Ma(x) cannot divide any polynomial of the form
xh —x' —r, where j, k, r are positive integers with j less than k (since any
polynomial of this form has only one positive zero). Thus, if o„ is positive,
a cannot satisfy any relation of the form (1.3) and so the decomposition
is
unitary. Therefore we consider only irrational integral algebraic a whose minimal polynomial has a negative constant term.
We let Lia) denote the number of nonzero terms in Ma{x).
If an exponent class contains exactly two elements, it will be called
binary.
Summary of main results. For i(a)=2,
3 the complete decompositions
S/a are obtained (cf. Theorems 1 and 7, §2). For Lia)^3,
we prove (i) that
each C„ is either unitary or binary, and (ii) that at most a finite number of
the Cy are binary (cf. Theorems 2 and 3, §2). Sufficient conditions for unitary
decomposition are obtained in Corollary 5.1 and Theorems 4, 5 and 6 (cf. §2).
2. Statement of results. In the following theorems a is understood to be
a real irrational algebraic integer greater than unity whose minimal polynomial has a negative constant term.

Theorem
1. Suppose Lia) =2; that is, M„ix) =xn —K, where K>0. Then
the set {n, 2n, 3n, ■ ■ • } comprises a single exponent class C„0 of S/a, while
each positive'integer not belonging to C,a forms a unitary exponent class (c/. §3).
Theorem

2. If Lia) ^3,

then no C, can contain more than two elements

icf. §4).
Lemma 5.1 (2). Let Lia) ^3, and suppose that if, k) is a binary exponent
class of S/a, where j <k. Then,

an -

(2.1)

I d„ I

0<-!-L^—,
a"

where an denotes the inegative)

constant

Corollary
5.1. Let Lia)^3,
Sn —1. Then S/a is unitary.
Corollary
(2.2)

1
a*-'

term of Maix)

icf. §5).

and suppose that a,_0

in M„ix), for ISi

5.2. Let Lia) 7^3, and suppose that S/a is nonunitary.
«»->(«-

1) ^

Then,

| On| < a".

Corollary
5.3. Let Lia)^3,
and suppose that S/a is nonunitary.
roots of M„ix) be denoted by zi, z2, • • • , z„. Then,

Let the

(s) Integral parts of lemma-numbers indicate sections containing proofs; corollary-numbers
have same integral parts as the theorem or lemma to which they are attached.
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(2.3)
Theorem

a - 1 ^ | zi | g a

[February

(i = 1, 2, - - - , n).

3. For any d/a, at most a finite number of the C, are binary (cf.

§6).
We note that Theorems 1, 2 and 3 jointly imply the following statement:
Let a be a real number greater than one. Then, the equation ax—a" = z has at
most a finite number of solutions in positive integers x, y, z, except in the case
when a = Klln, where ra, K are positive integers(3).

Theorems 4, 5 and 6 state sufficient conditions

Theorem
(2.4)

for unitary decomposition.

4. Suppose
Ma(x) = x" - Six""1 - b2xn~2 -

...

- b„-ix - bn,

where each 6,^0, and Sr^i* &,->l. Then d/a is unitary (cf. §7).

Corollary

4.1. Let Ma(x) be of form (2.4) where each 6,^0.

Then, if

L(a) ^4, d/a is unitary.
Theorem

5. Suppose Ma(x) is of the form
Ma(x)

= x" + cTix"-1 + a2Xn_2 +

• • • + an-ix

— 1,

where ^JT/ a,?* —1. Then d/a is unitary (cf. §8).
Theorem

6. If Ma(x) has two real roots of the same sign, then d/a is unitary

icf. §9).
Theorem
Theorem

7 states the complete decomposition
7. Let Ma(x) =xn+axn~r-K,

(ar*0,

for the case L(a) =3.
K>0,

0<r<n).

(a) If a9* —l, then d/a is unitary.
(b) If a = — 1, then the integers (ra —r, n) form a binary class, by definition.
There will be no other binary classes, unless Ma(x) is of the special form:
(2.5)

Ma(x) = x3t - x' -

1.

In this exceptional case, each of the pairs (t, 3t) and (At, 5t) forms a binary class,
and there are no others (cf. §10).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. We assume ra>l. The integers (ra, 2ra, 3ra, • • • )
clearly belong to the same exponent class G0. ll m=an+b,
where a2;0 and
0<6<ra, then m cannot belong to G0. Otherwise, we would have
aan+i

where / is integral;

-

a" = I,

but this becomes

(*) A theorem of A. Gelfond (cf. [3]) contains, as a special case, an analogous
closely related equation or"—oP= S', where a, 6 are given real, algebraic numbers.
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K"ah - K = I,

which is of lower degree in a than the degree n of M„ix). Thus the integers
in, 2n, 3n, • • • ) comprise the complete class C,0.
Suppose
r = arn + fti,

s = a2n + b2,

where a< = 0 and 0<6<<«, (*=1, 2), and assume that r and s were in the
same class. We would then have

or,
K'la*

- K°*a>*- t = 0,

which, as before, is impossible unless r equals 5.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove
Lemma 4.1. If Maix) has a root 8 such that \B\ <1, then no exponent class
in S/a can contain more than two elements.

Proof. Suppose the integers j, k belong to the same exponent class, where

j<k. That is,
a* — af = r,
where r is a positive integer. Then, since M«ix) must divide xk—x' —r,

8k - 8'' = r.
Therefore

r=

|/J|*+

Hence r = l. Thus, if some exponent
we would then have

\8\'<2.

class contained

a" -

three elements

u<v<w,

au = 1,

and
a" - av = 1.

But these relations imply au=at,
which is impossible.
Proof of Theorem 2. We now assume, in view of Lemma 4.1, that no root
of Maix) has absolute value less than unity.

If the theorem

j<k<m,
(4.1)

were false, there

would exist three

such that
a* — a' = f,

and
(4.2)

am — a> = S,
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where r, s are positive
of Ma(x) in the form

integers,

r<s.

(4.3)

[February

Yet us write the ra roots zi, Zi, - • ■ , zn

z, = p,e\

(v= 1,2, •••,»),

where each p,^l.
Now from (4.1),
(4.4)

x* - x' - r = Ma(x)-P(x),

where P(x) is a polynomial

with integral coefficients. We note that if | x| >a,

then
(4.5)

| xk — x'|

^

| x\k — \ x\> > ctk -

a> = r;

thus no zero of xk —x' —r has absolute value greater
member of (4.4) has each z, among its roots, then

(4.6)

than a. Since the left

1S^«,

We will now prove that each p,=a,

(v=l,2,---,n).
(v = 1, 2, ■ • • , ra). Substituting

(4.3)

into (4.4), we have
*

,„

■>"

r = p, cos kv, — p, cosj0„

0 = p, sin kd, — p, sin j8y.
Transposing the second term of each right member
equation, and adding, we obtain

(4.7)

2

j

2i

2k

1

y

ij

im

to the left, squaring

each

r + 2rp, cos jO, + p, = p,.

Similarly, from (4.2),
(4.8)

s + 2spycosjd, + p, = p, .

Eliminating 8, between (4.7) and (4.8),
i

2

2/

2j

2*

2m

r s — s r + sp, — rp, = sp, — rp, .

Thus, defining the polynomial
(4.9)

G(x) = rx2m - sx2* + (s - r)x2' - rs(s - r),

we have

(4.10)

G(Pi) = 0,

(v= 1, 2, • • •,»).

From (4.9), using (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain
G(0) = G(l) = G(a}i2) = - rs(s - r) < 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Therefore,

there exist Xo, xu 0<^o<l,

Kxi<a112,

249

such that

G'ixo) = G'ixi) = 0.
But, since G'ix) is a trinomial, it has at most two positive roots, which must
then be x0, Xi. Moreover, since the leading coefficient of G'ix) is positive, we

have
G'ix) > 0

for x > xi.

That is, Gix) is strictly increasing for x>X\. But G(a) =0, and xi<a. Therefore, Gix) <0 for XiSx<a.
We now show that Gix) <0 for 1 <x<Xi. Assume
that G(x2) ^0, where 1 <x2<Xi. Since G(l) and Gix/) are each negative, this
would imply that G'ix) has a root between 1 and xx, which is impossible. We

thus have

(4.11)

Gix) < 0

for 1 S x < a.

Therefore, from (4.11), (4.10), and (4.6), we conclude
p„ = a,
Now, taking the product
Maix), we obtain

of the absolute

(4.12)

«»=

which contradicts

the assumption

iv = 1, 2, • • • , n).
values

of the roots

(4.3) of

| o,|,

that Lia) ^3. This completes

the proof of

Theorem 2.
5. Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let ak—a' = r. Then
(5.1)
where Pix)

xk - x' -r=
is a polynomial

of degree

Maix) ■Pix),
ik —n), having

integral

coefficients.

Denote the roots of Maix) by Zi, z2, • ■ ■ , zn, and those of Pix) by co!(w2, • • • ,
Wk-n- Since the left member of (5.1) has each Zi among its roots and a as its

unique positive root, we then have (cf. (4.5))

(5.2)

|*|

Sa,

(j-

1,2, ••-,»);

similarly,

(5.3)

|«,-| S a,

ii = 1, 2, • • • ,k-

n).

Therefore, by (5.2), we get
(5.4)

| an | = | zi | • | z21 • • • | zn | S an.

The right equality

sign in (5.4) cannot hold, since Z,(a)=3.
inequality of (2.1) holds.
From (5.1),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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or* -

a' = f =

[February

| Zi | • | Zi | • • • | z„ | • | wi | • | coi | • • • | co*_„ | ,

and therefore, by (5.3),
(5.5)

ak -

The right inequality

a> ^

\an\

of (2.1) is simply

a*-".

a rearrangement

of (5.5). This com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Remark 1. We show that the equality sign in (2.1) holds if and only if
Ma(x) = x* — x' — | ak | .

Sufficiency. Assume that Ma(x) =xh —x'— \ak\. Then
ctn — | a„ |

a* — | ak |

a'

1

a"

a*

a*

a*-'

Necessity. Assume that

a" -

| an 1 _
a"

Since (j, k) is an exponent

k^n.

1
a*-'

class, ak—a' = r (a positive

integer),

where

Now,

Equating

«" — I an I

a'

a* — r

a"

or

or

the first and third expressions

(5.7)

in (5.6), we obtain

| an\ak = ran.

ll k9*n, ak~n = r/\an\,
contradicting
the hypothesis
that L(a)^3
(cf. §6'
Lemma 6.1). Thus n = k, and from (5.7), r=|a„|.
Therefore
Ma(x) =xh —x>
— \ak\-

Proof of Corollary

5.1. If d/a were not unitary,

0 < a" — | a„ | =

— aian_1

we would have

— o2an_2 — • • • — a„-ia

< 0,

which is impossible.
Proof of Corollary 5.2. We need prove only the left inequality.

Thus, if

(j, k) is a binary class, with j < k,
an~l(a

-

1) ti ctn -

an-(k-'">

^

| an \ ,

by (2.1).
Proof of Corollary 5.3. The right inequality
the left inequality, we have
a^Ka

is the same as (5.2). To prove

- 1) g \an\

= | Zl | • | Z2I ■• • I Zn|
^ a"-11 Zi| .
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Dividing by a"-1, we obtain the desired result.
Remark 2. The following example shows that the left equality sign in (2.3)
may hold for some of the conjugates of certain a:
Maix)

= x2 - x-

K

iK>0) has a and 1—a (a>l)
as roots.
6. Proof of Theorem 3. We first prove

Lemma 6.1. If there exists a positive integer t such that a1 is rational, then

Lia) =2.
Proof. Let h denote the smallest positive integer such that ah is rational;
let ah = v. Since a is an algebraic integer, v must be integral. We will show
that Maix) =xh —v, by proving that the binomial xh —v is irreducible.
If xh —v were reducible,

c>l,

thenv = bc (cf. [4]), where b, c are positive

integers,

and c divides h. But, letting h = rc,
v = ak = a" = bc.

This implies

ar = b, contradicting

the definition

of h.

Lemma 6.2. Let L(a) = 3. Suppose that each of the pairs (j, k), if, k') forms

a binary class of S/a ij<k, f <k'). Then,

k-f^k'-f.
Proof. Assume that k—j = k'—f. Take k<k', and let

t = k' -k=f

-j.

Then,
a'(a*

— a'") = a*' — a'',

or,
a" — a'

(6.1)

a'=-r=—>

a* — a'

u
v

where u, v are positive integers. Consequently
Lia) =2, by Lemma 6.1,
contradicting
the hypothesis.
Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume that L(a) ^ 3, in view of Theorem 1.

Let ij, k) be any binary class of S/a ij<k).
implies that

The right inequality of (2.1)

(6.2)

\a„\).

Denoting

k-jSnby N the greatest

loga («» -

integer less than or equal to the right member

of (6.2), we thus have

(6.3)

k-jSN.
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Thus, by Lemma 6.2, there are at most N binary classes.
Remark
1. If L(a)^3,
then d/ap is unitary for each positive integer p

satisfying:
p>

[n-

log„(a"

-

| ci„| )] = N.

Proof. If this statement
were false, there would exist a positive
po > N, and positive integers r, s (r< s) such that
(«"»)«

is integral.

Thus the integers

-

integer

(aP0)r

(po?, Pos) form a binary

class for d/a.

But,

pQs — p0r = p0(s — r) > N,

contradicting
Remark

(6.3).
2. If d/a

is unitary,

then d/ap

is also unitary

for all integers

p^l.
7. Proof of Theorem 4. Let G be any exponent class of d/a, and let m
denote its smallest element. We show that no integer larger than m can belong

to CoYet the canonical
{l, a, a2, ■ • • , a"-1}
(7.1)

form of am (i.e. am expressed in terms
with integral coefficients) be given by

am = da""1

+ c2a"-2 +

of the basis

• • • + cn-iot + cn,

where each c.^0, since each &;SiO. Now, for each positive integer t, we shall
denote by St the sum of all the coefficients in the canonical form of a1, excluding the "constant"
(i.e. a-free) term, if any. Since (7.1) yields
am+l

-

(^

_L. C2)an-1

+

(ClJ2 -)- c3)an-2

+

• ■■+

(Clbn-l

+

C„)a +

Cibn,

we obtain

(7.2)

Sm+i = Sm + Cn+ ci((

£0-l\

Case I. Assume that at least one of the integers Ci, cn is positive. Then,
from (7.2), Sm+i>Sm. Moreover, since St is clearly a nondecreasing
function
of /, we conclude that St>Sm lor each t>m. Thus, if t>m, a' cannot have the
same canonical form (excluding the "constant"
term) as am. Therefore,
it is
impossible that a' = am+K, where £ is a positive integer.
Case II. Ci=cn=0. Let cq he the first nonzero coefficient in (7.1). We then

have
am =
am+1

=

cqan~"
C4an-«+1

+

Cg+ia"-"-1
+

c3+1a"-«

+

• • • +

Cn-i<x,

+

• ■• +

c„_ia2,

(7.3)
am+q-l

— Cqan-1

-\- ct+ia"~2

+

- • ■+
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Since the above canonical
of the integers

forms are of ascending

253

degrees, it follows that none

m + 1, m + 2, ■ ■ ■, m + q — 1
belongs to C0. Now, just as we obtained

(7.2), we can write:

«->m+3= Om+a_l + Cq[ I 2^1 "i J

But,

Sm+q-i = Sm, from the first and last equations

1 )•

of (7.3). Thus,

Sm+q>Sm,

since cq>0. Hence, as before, no integer larger than m can belong to C0.
8. Proof of Theorem 5. Assume that there exists a binary class (j, k); that
is,

(8.1)

a" - a> = r,

where r is a positive integer. But, since the constant term of Ma(x) is — 1, the
product of its roots is +1. Hence, since a>l,
it follows that Ma(x) must
have a root 8 such that | /3| < 1. We then conclude, as in the proof of Lemma

4.1, that r = l. From (8.1),
(8.2)

a* - x' - 1 = Ma(x)-P(x),

where P(x) is a polynomial

with integral

P(l) =-■-

coefficients.

Letting

x=l,

1
Ma(\)

Therefore, since P(T) must be integral, it follows that Ma(l) = +1. Now,
Ma(l) cannot be positive; otherwise Ma(x) would have a root between 0 and
1, whereas the left member of (8.2) has only one positive root, namely a.

We thus conclude that
n-l

2 <H= Ma(l) = - 1,
<=i
which contradicts
the hypothesis. This completes the proof.
9. Proof of Theorem 6. It is sufficient to show that R(x) =xk—x' —r cannot have two zeros of the same sign for any pair of values of j, k with 0 <j<k.
Since R(x) has one variation in sign, R(x) has exactly one positive zero. If
k is even, R( —x) has one variation in sign and therefore R(x) has exactly one
negative zero. If k is odd, R(x) < —r<0 when x< —1 and R(x) < —x' —r<0
when —1 <x<0, so that R(x) has no negative zeros in this case.

10. Proof of Theorem 7. If a< —1, it follows from Theorem 4 that S/a
is unitary. If o>0,
proves part (a).

it follows from Corollary

5.1 that S/a is unitary.

This

Proof of Theorem 7(b). In this case, we are concerned with a minimal
polynomial of the form
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(10.1)
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Ma(x) = x" - xn~r - K,

where £>0. Thus, the integers n —r and ra form a binary class,'which we
shall refer to as the trivial binary class. When (10.1) is of the special form

(10.2)

Mjx)

the existence of the nontrivial
(10.3)

= x3' -*'-

1,

binary class (4/, 5t) follows from the identity

(x6< - x4' - 1) = (*»' - x* -

l)(x2' - x'+

1).

In order to complete the proof of Theorem 7(b), we must show that the
class (4t, 5t), associated with the minimal polynomial (10.2), is the only case
of a nontrivial binary class arising from a minimal polynomial of the form

(10.1).
We begin by establishing
Lemma 10.1. Suppose that Ma(x) is of the form (10.1). Then, the positive
integer p will be the smaller element of a nontrivial binary class if and only if the
canonical form of ap is of type
(10.4)

a? = cd"-"

where c>0,

mq = r, m>l.

+ co."-2" + can-3q +

■ ■ ■ + can-mq,

Moreover, the larger element of this binary class must

be (p+q).
Proof. The sufficiency is immediate,
ap+i

= can-q + can~2t +

= a"+

since (10.4) implies
■ ■ • + can-mq + cK

cK.

For the necessity, we assume that p is the smaller element of a nontrivial
binary class G, and denote the canonical form of ap by
(10.5)

a? = cqan-< +

ca+ia"-«-1

+

c8+2an-«-2

+

• • • + cn-ia

+

cn,

all Ci^O, cq>0, q^l. We note that c„ = 0; otherwise, as in the proof of Theorem 4, Case I, we would have: St>Sp, for each t>p, so that p could not be
the smaller element of a binary class.
From (10.5), we see that ap+l, av+i, • • • , ap+i~1 will each have canonical
forms of degree higher than (ra—q), so that none of the integers p + 1, p + 2,
' • • , P+q. —I can belong to G. Moreover, since ap+q will contain the "constant" term cqK in its canonical form, no integer larger than (p+q) can belong to G (cf. Theorem 4, Case I). Thus, the second element of Co must be

iP+q).
By the "pure-canonical"
form of a" (w integral), we shall mean the canonical form of a" with all zero terms omitted. We note that the pure-canonical
form of aw (w^0) has all positive coefficients if Ma(x) is of the form (10.1).
We next show that each exponent in the pure-canonical form of a" must
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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be of form {n —aq), where "a" is a positive integer. Assume that this is not
the case, and let u he the largest exponent which is not of this form. Suppose
that u falls between in —bq) and (« —(6 + l)g), where ft is a positive integer.
But then, ap+q would contain the exponent iu+q) in its pure-canonical
form,
while a" does not, which is impossible.
Moreover, since ap+q contains the exponent in —r) in its pure-canonical
form, so must a"; hence, r = mq, w = l. Thus (10.5) becomes
(10.6)

a" = cqan-"

+

C2tan~2q +

■■■+

cmqan-mq +

• • • +

cvqan~vq,

where v^m, cmq>0, c„,>0.
We next see that v = m. For, if v>m,

ap+Q would not contain
form. Thus, (10.6) becomes

ponent (» —vq) in its pure-canonical
(10.7)

a" = cqan~q + c2qan~2q +

• • • + W*n~ms>

where mq = r. We can now see that m > 1; otherwise,
a" = cqa"~r,

contradicting

Lemma

or

the ex-

we would have

ap~n+r = cq,

6.1.

Finally, from (10.7) we obtain
(10.8)

ap+q = C2qa"-q + C3qan-2q +

• • ■ + Cmtan~ <■•"-»*+ Cqan~mq + CqK.

Comparing (10.8) and (10.7), we conclude that
Cq = C2q =

" ' * — Cmq,

completing the proof of Lemma 10.1.
It will now be shown that if there exists an integer p such that a" is of

form (10.4), then the minimal polynomial
where p = 4t, q = t. Toward

(10.1) must be of form (10.2),

this end, we first establish:

Lemma 10.2. If there exists an integer p such that ap is of form (10.4), then

K=l

in (10.1), andc=l
Proof. Dividing

(10.9)

in (10.4).

(10.4) by an-mq, we have

ap-»+».9 = ctaf*"-1'* + a*-"-2'* + • • • + a« + jl.

Therefore,
xp-n+mq _

(10.10)

Jx(m-l)q

-K-Pi0),

11

with integral coefficients.

Letting

K)-Pix),

x = 0 in (10.10),

so that K divides c. Then letting x = l in (10.10),

we get: 1— mc= —K-PiT),

-1

-f- Xq +

J
= ix" - *»-'-

where P(x) is a polynomial

we get: -c=

I x(m-2)q -(-...

L

so that

K also divides mc—1. Since m>l,

mc

7^0; it thus follows that K = 1.
Since K = l, a is a unit in the ring H of algebraic
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ap-n+mQ ;s ais0 a unit_ gut)

since the quantity

according

in the bracket

to (10.9),

c must

is an algebraic

divide

integer.

[February

ap~n+mq (in H),

Hence, c is a unit,

and must be 1.
This completes

the proof of Lemma

Lemma 10.3. Ifap

10.2.

has a canonical form of type (10.4), then n<p<n+r.

Proof. It is clear that
degree less than ra.

n<p;

otherwise,

a would satisfy

an equation

of

Now, since K = l, (10.1) becomes
(10.11)

a" = a""' + 1.

Therefore,
(10.12)

an+r = a""'

+ aT + 1.

Suppose first that ra-f-r^p<2re.
That is, p = n+r + s, where 0^s<n
—r.
The canonical form of ap can then be obtained by multiplying
(10.12) by
a*. Therefore, the terminating
exponent in the pure-canonical
form of ap will
be less than ra—r, contrary to (10.4).

Next, suppose p2^2ra. Squaring (10.11),
(10.13)

a2" = a2(»---> + 2an~r + 1.

Thus, the canonical form of ap will have at least one coefficient S:2, since
ap = ap~2n-a2n and all coefficients in the canonical form of ap~2n are nonnegative integers. But this contradicts
(10.4), since c=l.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 10.3.
Lemma 10.4. If there exists an integer p such that ap is of form (10.4), then
Ma(x) must be of form (10.2), where p = 4t and q = t.

Proof. By Lemma 10.3, we have: p = n+t,
we obtain
(10.14)

ap = a--^')

where 0<f<r.

From (10.11),

+ a'.

Comparing
(10.14) with (10.4), we conclude that r —t = q, and t = n —r
= n —2q. These relations imply that q = t, n = 3t, r = 2t, so that (10.1) becomes

(10.2). Moreover, p = n+t = it.
The proof of Theorem 7 is now complete.
11. A class of Ma(x) with nonunitary d/a and L(a) >3. Consider the class
of polynomials of form
P(x)

= xu*-""

-

2x(2r-2)» + 2x<2--3>« -

■ - - + 2x" -

2,

where r and q are positive integers, r 2^2. We first note that £(x) is irreducible
by Eisenstein's
Criterion (cf. [5]). Moreover, from the identity
(11.1)

(x« + 1) • P(x) = x2rq - xt21-"" -
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we see that Pix) has exactly one positive root a il <a<2).
Thus Pix) is the
minimal polynomial of a. Finally, from (11.1), we see that (2r — l)q and 2rq
form a binary class of S/a.
12. Some unanswered
questions. The decomposition S/a has at most a
finite number of binary classes, by Theorem 3. However, the authors have
no example of an a for which S/a has more than two binary classes; nor do
they have an example for which S/a has exactly two binary classes, aside from
the case where -M«(x) is of the form x3' —x' — 1 (cf. Theorem 7).
We therefore pose the following questions:
(1) Does there exist an a for which S/a has more than two binary classes?
(2) Does there exist an a, other than the case where M„ix) is of the form
x3' —x'— 1, for which S/a has exactly two binary classes?
We note that if there exists a t0 such that <2(x) =x3"> —x'° —1 is reducible,
then the positive root a of Qix) will induce a decomposition
S/a having at
least two binary classes: ito, 3t0), (4/o, 5to) (cf. (10.3)). Furthermore,
for this
case, Maix) cannot be of the form xz' —x' — l is<to); otherwise, S/a would
have at least four binary classes: is, 3s), (4s, 5s), ito, 3t0), (4<0, 5to), contra-

dicting Theorem 7.
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